Finger Cable Managers for 4 Post Racks

Part Number(s): R4PFL, R4PFR

Note: R4PFL and R4PFR are sold separately.

**R4PFL Installation:**
- The R4PFL may be installed anywhere on the outside of the left front post where a server or equipment will be installed.
- For maximum stability, install using front holes of rack post and finger manager and fasten using (4) #12-24 X 1/2" Hex Head Bonding Screws. Be sure that finger flags are pointing upward. **See Figure 1.**
- If Vertical Patch Panel Brackets (CVPPB, sold separately) are used, then use the rear holes of rack post and finger manager and fasten using (4) #12-24 X 1/2" Hex Head Bonding Screws. **See Figure 2.**
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For Technical Support: www.panduit.com/resources/install_maintain.asp
R4PFR Installation:
• The R4PFR may be installed anywhere on the outside of the right front post where a server or equipment will be installed.
• For maximum stability, install using front holes of rack post and finger manager and fasten using (4) #12-24 X 1/2” Hex Head Bonding Screws. Be sure that finger flags are pointing upward. See Figure 3.
• If Vertical Patch Panel Brackets (CVPPB, sold separately) are used, then use the rear holes of rack post and finger manager and fasten using (4) #12-24 X 1/2” Hex Head Bonding Screws. See Figure 4.

FINGER REMOVAL
Score grooves are designed into fingers to accommodate easy and clean finger removal.
To remove fingers, apply inward pressure to finger ends to snap off fingers at the score groove. See Figure 5.